Making The Most Of Time Spent Together
Family Gatherings Provide Instant Fun and Lasting Memories
(NAPSA)—Family gatherings
provide an opportunity to reunite
with loved ones and create lasting
memories. Weddings, reunions
and the holidays all mark special
occasions that can bring families
together and help them “click”
instantly—often after long periods
apart.
For adults, family gatherings
are a time to catch up and enjoy
conversation. For children, family
gatherings provide an opportunity
to learn about family history,
which can create an important
sense of belonging and pride.
According to a recent national
poll, conducted by Harris Interactive/Modern Woodmen of America,
90 percent of Americans feel
spending time with extended family is important. The research also
found nearly four out of five Americans agree they would like to get
together more often with family—
but 75 percent say staying in
touch with family members can be
difficult. Hectic work and school
schedules, personal obligations
and distances apart all play a
major role.
“It can be challenging for families to find the time to get together,
so it’s important to make the most
of the time we do have with one
another,” said Jennifer Crichton,
renowned family expert and author
of Family Reunion: Everything You
Need to Know to Plan Unforgettable
Get-Togethers. “Planning activities
that the entire family can enjoy
helps bring us closer together, provides instant fun and leaves us
with lasting memories.”
To celebrate the launch of its
“Click Instantly” game, Polaroid
created a list of activities that can
help families make the most of
their time together:
• Create a photo family tree
using markers, a piece of poster
board and an instant camera like

(NAPSA)—A new survey
uncovers business’ greatest erisks, and reveals how employers
can prevent e-disasters.
The 2002 Workplace E-Risk
Survey from Assurex Global and
Clearswift reveals:

Roots Of Family—Making a
family tree at your next gettogether can be a fun way to
teach family history.
the Polaroid i-Zone, which uses
instant sticker film. Children can
learn about their family’s history
and how they fit in by sticking a
photo next to the name of each family member.
• Create a family scrapbook that can be enjoyed
throughout the years. Photos of
Mom and Grandma preparing the
holiday feast and Grandpa and
Grandson tossing the football are
moments that can easily be captured for instant enjoyment and
timeless recollection with instant
photos.
• Plant a tree with the entire
family and make it a tradition to
document the tree’s growth every
time the family comes together with
instant photography. The photo can
be dated with a permanent marker
and easily stored.
While it can be challenging for
families to find the time to come
together, it’s easy to make the most
of these special occasions with activities that create instant fun and
lasting memories. For more information on how to capture your special family gathering memories, visit
www.polaroid.com/clickinstantly.

Don’t Forget The Batteries
(NAPSA)—As you shop for family and friends this holiday season,
don’t forget that many of this year’s
hottest gifts are battery-powered.
Whether it’s a PDA, a portable MP3
jukebox or a talking toy cash register, be sure to power this holiday’s
must-have gifts with a brand of battery you can trust.
Don’t forget to stuff batteryoperated toys with batteries
before you wrap them, so you can
instantly capture children’s excitement on camera as they tear open
the presents and immediately
begin to play. Also, ensure you
have an ample supply of premium-quality batteries on hand
for long-lasting, reliable power in
the presents they’ll play with
again and again.
Stock up on batteries in
advance, and follow these six tips
from Duracell for dependable
alkaline battery performance:
• Always use the size and
type of battery specified by the
manufacturer.
• Avoid hiding or storing battery-powered presents in very
warm or cold places. Extreme

Survey Uncovers Top
E-Mail Fears

temperatures reduce battery
performance.
• Store batteries in a dry place
at normal room temperature. Do
not refrigerate batteries—this
won’t make them last longer.
• Remove batteries from equipment while it is being powered by
household (AC) current.
• Do not store batteries loosely
or carry them loose in a pocket or
purse—they can be shorted, leak
or rupture due to contact with
metal objects.
• Always replace all batteries
in a toy or device at the same
time—mixing old and new batteries will reduce overall performance and could cause leakage or
rupture.

Employers fear computer
viruses (82 percent), confidentiality breaches (49 percent), lost productivity (39 percent), spam (35
percent) and legal liability (25
percent).
Reasons for Concern:
• 19 percent have battled lawsuits stemming from e-mail/ Internet.
• 18 percent have experienced
data theft.
• 35 percent have fired
employees for e-abuse.
Assurex Global—the world’s
largest privately held risk management and commercial insurance brokerage group—says
e-insurance can mitigate losses
and cut costs. Popular e-insurance
coverages:
• Crime loss (22 percent)
• Director’s & Officer’s (19 percent)
• Business interruption (18
percent)
• Computer software/services
errors & omissions (13 percent)
• Product liability (10 percent)
• Unauthorized access/use (6
percent)
Vi s i t A s s u r e x G l o b a l a t
www.assurexglobal.com.

***
Happiness is not a destination.
It is a method of life.
—Burton Hills
***

***
Never promise more than you
can perform.
—Publilius Syrus
***

***
Sow good services; sweet
remembrances will grow them.
—Madame del Stael
***
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See Your New Home In The Right Light: At Night
(NAPSA)—If you’re buying a
home, here’s an important tip:
tour the property at night to evaluate the lighting. People usually
take lighting for granted. It
should, however, be a primary
consideration since most families
spend their quality time together
at home after dark.
When assessing a home’s lighting, note the most frequently used
rooms and the number and types of
lighting fixtures. Do table and floor
lamps provide a majority of the
lighting? Are there any hard-toreach lightbulbs in high ceiling fixtures? Will the existing lighting create the proper mood in the dining
room, or will dinners feel cold and
impersonal? Will bright bathroom
lights allow you to unwind in the
bath after a long day? Outdoors, is
the main entrance well lit? Will you
feel safe coming home late at night?
If the lighting isn’t quite
right, there’s an easy and costef f ective w ay to improve it:
install dimmer switches. Where
traditional switches only give you
two options —“on” or “off”—dimmer switches allow you to adjust
lighting to suit any activity. Dimmers offer a wealth of other benefits: energy savings, increased
security and various decorative
advantages.
Dimmer switches are available
for every type of light, including
table lamps, so you can use light
effectively in every room. In the
kitchen, brighten lights for food
preparation and then soften them
for dining. In the family room,
lighting can be raised for playtime
or homework and then lowered to
create a theater atmosphere for
viewing movies. In the dining

room, soft lights create an intimate mood for entertaining but
can then be brightened for clean
up. In bedrooms, dimmed lights
ensure that children can sleep
comfortably and make those 3
a.m. bathroom visits less startling. Outside, dimmers increase
security and provide the comfort
of being able to take out the trash
or walk from the car to the front
door without worry.
Dimmers are a proven way to
save on electrical expenses too.
According to Lutron Electronics—
the world’s leading designer and
manufacturer of dimmer switches
—dimming a standard lightbulb by
10 percent saves 10 percent electricity and doubles the life of the
bulb. Dimming the same light by
50 percent cuts electricity consumption by 50 percent and
extends bulb life by 20 times.
Whether you want to control
one light in one room or every light
in your home, Lutron dimmer
switches provide solutions. Visit a
local lighting professional, lighting
showroom or home improvement
center for more information.
For more lighting control ideas,
contact Lutron at 1-800-523-9466
or www.lutron.com.

(NAPSA)—Taking time out for
yourself is key to keeping calm
during this busy season. Try Bath
& Body Works’ Slipper Set to comfort your feet after a hard day of
holiday shopping, or a therapeutic
Aromatherapy product such as a
Holiday Cylinder filled with
lotion, bath oil, mist or scrub, in
three soothing, relaxing and energizing scents. Both of these gift
ideas provide yourself or your
loved ones an air of happiness.
For additional tips on tackling
holiday stress, visit www.bath
andbodyworks.com.
Looking for a gift for those who
have everything—especially gadgets? Consider getting them some
extra pockets. One lightweight,
fashionable jacket (with removable sleeves) is packed with pockets for using electronic devices
and other daily necessities like
water bottles, keys, magazines,
and pills. The SCOTTeVEST, created
by Technology Enabled Clothing™
LLC, includes a Personal Area
Network, so on-the-go gadget
lovers can listen to favorite MP3s,
chat on their hands-free cellphone
and surf the ’Net—without worrying about wires.
Continuing the trend toward
“cocooning”—getting cozy at home
and staying there—some of this
year’s most popular gifts include
food, drink and gadgets. They
include food selections such as
Mrs. Prindable’s Hand Dipped
Apples; a Houdini Six-Piece Wine
Tool Kit; holiday candles in such
scents as sugared plum and balsam fir; and tools. All of these

gifts and more can be ordered
from home from QVC, Inc. by calling 800-354-2525 or online at
QVC.com.
When shopping through catalogs or online, it’s best to go with
well-known and reputable sources
that have the widest selection of
products, maintain the most extensive inventories, offer the most
competitive prices, and guarantee
delivery in time for Christmas.
Among the best overall sources for
value, quality and service: the 2002
JCPenney Christmas Catalog and
the JCPenney Web site. To order,
call 800-544-1251 or visit
www.JCPenney.com.
According to the experts at
Wal-Mart, shopping for children’s
toys may be easier if you look at a
trusted retailer’s Web site for a
list of age-appropriate toys.
Another good idea is to ask a sales
associate what the coolest toys of
the season are. Consider shopping
in the early morning or late
evening to avoid the rush. Shop
early in the season. For information on the hottest toys, to shop by
age-appropriateness or to compare
prices, visit www.walmart.com.

Before purchasing a new
home, visit it at night to assess
its lighting.

